
B
arry Todhunter has committed
his total life to hunting, having
been born at Nether Row

Caldbeck in 1956 and very much in
the heart of John Peel country. Barry
joined the Blencathra as a youthful
seventeen year old, with a distinctly
Buddy Holly look about him!

When he left Caldew School,
Dalston, at fifteen, he went straight into
hunt service as whipper-in to John
Nicholson at the Lunesdale foxhounds.
This vocation was slightly at odds with his
childhood dream of being a train driver.
Two years later the role of whipper-in to
the already legendary Johnny Richardson
with the Blencathra was advertised and
Barry applied and was successful. During
the next fifteen years Barry served as good
an apprenticeship as anyone could
possibly have under Johnny Richardson. 

Upon the untimely death of Johnny
on 1st March 1988, after some
considerable discussion in committee,
Barry assumed the huntsman’s job and

the rest, as they say, is history. Whilst
the decision by the committee at the
time was deemed to be quite bold,
subsequently it has turned out to be a
master stroke as he has firmly
established himself in hunting circles as
the consummate professional. He has
become an outstanding, popular and
respected ambassador for fell hunting in
particular and hunting in general.

In addition to the achievements in
the hunting field which are already
widely known, his “extra curricular”
activities are considerable. Barry served
for three years on the Hunt Servants
Benefit Societies’ management
committee, with meetings held at
Highgrove and chaired by HRH the
Prince of Wales. He attended and made
submissions to the Burns Inquiry at the
Charing Cross suites. He also attended
the Middle Way Group’s discussions at
the Houses of Parliament. Barry in the
London Marathon representing a team of
field sportsmen under the Campaign for

Hunting banner and raised money for
various charities including child cot
death syndrome. Barry has twice been
invited to America to judge hounds and
in addition each year he is regularly
invited to judge puppy and terrier shows,
having judged open shows in Wales and
Yorkshire He was an invited participant
at a recent hunting seminar in Eire.

He has been a guest speaker at
numerous events including:- deer stalking
groups, gamekeeper organisations, young
farmers groups, primary and secondary
school children and various hunt
supporters’ groups. During the summer
months Barry is actively involved in the
show rings in Cumbria, as well as
promoting fell hunting each year at the
Festival of Hunting at Peterborough.

During his twenty-five years as
huntsman, nineteen different packs have
called at his kennels for breeding
purposes. In addition, hounds have also
been exported to Canada,Eire, South
Africa, Finland and Trinidad and Tobago.
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Barry who is very much a family man,
having been happily married to Sue for
thrity-three years, has two children Gary
and Dianne, who both play a significant
part in life at the kennels at Gate Ghyll,
Threlkeld, near Keswick.

However life could have been so so
different for Barry following a near fatal
accident in April 1985. Whilst on an
early morning lamb worrying call out in
the Borrowdale valley, Barry was pinned
under a rock fall for two hours, before
being airlifted to the RVI Hospital in
Newcastle. Barry remained in intensive
care for ten days and was released from
hospital two and a half months later
following twenty-eight operations under
general anaesthetic! He was a very
relieved and lucky man. The general
level of fitness that Barry possessed at
the time was deemed to have played a
crucial role in his survival.

Back to Barry’s dream of becoming a
train driver. On most Sundays he actually
lives that dream. Over the years Barry has
built and dismantled four “0” gauge
American train sets. The most recent
with the Rocky Mountains as a backdrop
has taken two years to build and is
virtually complete. This substantial set

occupies the whole of the garage, which I
seem to recall, was originally requested
and justified by Barry to house the hunt
truck. At the time of writing the only
vehicles that the inside of the garage has
seen, are the American freight trains,
which continue to be Barry’s second
overriding passion, or is it the third?
Against the backdrop of change which
followed the implementation of the
Hunting Act, including all of the
aggravation and intimidation, there will
not be many huntsmen in this country
who have needed or indeed deserved such
a complete distraction on a Sunday
afternoon as Barry Todhunter.

Barry follows the rich tradition
within the Blencathra of being only the
seventh huntsman since its formation in
1826 and this continuity and stability has
served us extremely  well over the years.

MICHAEL THOMPSON

1. Barry with Ruler.
2. Barry with Master Michael

Thompson walking hounds to
the opening meet at Threlkeld.

3. Barry in February 2005, a couple
of weeks before the ban came in,
hunting in the Swinside valley.

4. Barry and hounds with whipper-
in John Bell in 1994,
accompanied by farmers from
Newlands valley and
Borrowdale.

5. Johnie Richardson huntsman
and Barry whipper-in getting
ready to parade at Lowther
Show 1982.

6. An early season meet at
Watendlath.

7. New Years Day 2009 at
Mosedale Bridge.
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In support of Barry’s fortieth year with the Blencathra, we feel that he will
have touched many people’s lives on the way through his illustrious career and
by way of this brief summary of his life in hunting so far, I would ask that
anyone wishing to make a financial contribution to Barry’s testimonial, to
forward any monies to our treasurer Alan Graham, 17, Brandlehow Crescent,
Keswick CA12 4JE. All donations will be recorded and presented to Barry at
the end of the current season.
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